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The two most important days of your life are:
The day you were born and the day you found out why.
Mark Twain.
Energy cannot be created nor destroyed but can change form...
This “I” is immeasurably old; my forms are infinite and their comings and goings are
simply the pulses or vibrations of a single and eternal flow of energy.
Change
“If you can change your mind, you can change your life”.
William James
Free Thinkers
Are those willing to use their minds without prejudice and without fearing to understand
things that clash with their own customs or beliefs.
Secrets of the Universe
“If you want to find the secrets of the universe think in terms of energy, frequency and
vibration”. - Nikola Tesla
Love
When the power of love is greater than the love of power the World will know peace.
Ignorance
The highest form of ignorance is when you reject something that you know nothing
about. - Wayne Dyer
Our birth
We were not born “into” the World; we were born “out” of it.
Who we are
We are outside of ourselves observing experiences through ourselves. The closest thing
to our true state is the dream state. Consciousness is the dream state manifesting itself
through energy to create the holographic visualization of the dream. - Simon
What we are
We are not a drop in the ocean, we are the ocean in a drop.
You are a wave having a particle experience.
Where we are
First you must understand the illusion of infinity.
Then you must understand the infinity of the illusion

(Hint: Where there's a will there's a way!) - Simon.
Enlightenment
Make no mistake about it. Enlightenment is a destructive process. It has nothing to do
with becoming better or happier. Enlightenment is the crumbling away of untruth. It's
seeing through the facade of pretense. It's the complete eradication of everything we
believed to be true. - Adyashanti

Words
The purpose of words is to convey ideas. When the ideas are grasped the words are
forgotten. Where can I find the man who has forgotten the words? He is the man I
would like to talk to. - Chaung Tzu
The fabric of change
"there will be a time within eternity when all intelligences collectively become
something that does not exist now within the imagination of everything...the
intelligence and the intelligences (2) will manifest (become) the 1 that never was...our
universe (structure) will not be what it is now and nor will it`s contents (function) ......i
know that....the universe knows that....that is the purpose of eternal......" - Ather
The fabric of change part II – my thoughts on the above
Consciousness can be all things at all times or no thing outside of all realities and simply
exist in possibility (no time). We are energy but this energy can be in many forms, in
existence or outside of existence looking in. Existence can be the creation of a thought.
A thought can traverse all realms of possibility and create the possibility if required.
All things in all places are all connected at all times. There is no "them and us", no
"here and there". we are all the same energy manifesting everywhere in all possibilities
which will always end at the beginning like a mandelbrot fractal.
Life's journey
Life is not a journey to the grave with the intention of arriving in a pretty and well
preserved body, but rather to skid-in, broadside, thoroughly used up, totally worn out
and loudly proclaiming “WOW, What a ride!” - Chad Adams.
Life after death
People tend to ask the wrong question. The question isn't “What happens when we
die?”. The more accurate question would be “Where does our energy and
consciousness travel to when it leaves the body”. Energy cannot be created nor
destroyed! - Simon.
Happiness

“When I was 5 years old, my mother always told me that happiness was the key to life.
When I went to school, they asked me what I wanted to be when I grew up. I wrote
down ‘happy’. They told me I didn’t understand the assignment, and I told them they
didn’t understand life.”
John Lennon
Where to look
I spent years looking for the answers outside of myself but eventually found them
within. This isn't “within” as some hippy or guru style within but by taking DMT and truly
seeing what cannot ever be described.The REAL answer has no words to describe it or
labels to attach to it.
Simon Day
What we forget
We are all so busy worrying about what “should be” we fail to see “what is”. We are all
so busy planning for the future that we fail to see “right now”.
“I've had a lot of worries in my life, most of which never happened”.
Mark Twain
“Life is what happens while you're busy making other plans”.
John Lennon
Don't you see?
“If you are depressed you are living in the past. If you are anxious you are living in the
future. If you are at peace you are living in the present!”
Lao Tzu
“A happy person is not a person in a certain set of circumstances, but rather a person
with a certain set of attitudes”.
Hugh Downs
Free your mind to be free. Clear your mind so you might learn. Live in the present (time)
for it is the greatest present (gift).

